The Latest 1 Month AGENDA

After finished a visiting professor program in IDEC Hiroshima University Japan, then directly back to IPB campus in July 11, 2012.

The latest one month main agenda, as follows:

July 16, 2012 National Conference of "Dewan Ketahanan Pangan" - Ministry of Agriculture RI, Jakarta

July 17, 2012 Ph.D. defense - opened Examination: Fatimah Ahmad "Modeling of Urban Forest for Amelioration of Micro Climate in Palu City"

July 18, 2012 "RABUAN BERSAMA IPB" Wednesday Plenary Meeting in IPB

July 19, 2012 "Rapat Pleno Dewan Guru Besar IPB" Plenary Meeting of Professors Board in IPB

July 24, 2012 BPPS and PERHEPI Meeting - Planning for Agriculture Census - 2013

July 26, 2012 Supervisors Commission Meeting - for PhD student: I Wayan Susi Dharmawan

July 27, 2012 MUSREMBANG Meeting - Faculty of Agriculture, IPB

July 29, 2012 Meeting with Japanese Researcher, Dr Hirokazu HIGUCHI - Tropical
Agriculture, Kyoto University - PEKARANGAN VISIT (pekarangan of Dramaga Campus Settlement, sub-urban pekarangan of Laladon Permai D/11, pekarangan of Bukit Golf Hijau Sentul City) - [Click here to see the pics ALBUM]

July 30, 2012 (morning) Ph.D. Defense - Closed Examination: Alfan Gunawan Ahmad "Analysis of land cover changes, genetic structure and Carbon biomass stock of Tapanuli strain of Pinus merkusii Jungh et de Vriese at Its Natural Distribution in North Sumatra"

July 30, 2012 (afternoon) Pekarangan Lecture for Japanese Researcher, Dr Hirokazu HIGUCHI - Tropical Agriculture, Kyoto University and his students Mr Ito and Ms Yumi - PEKARANGAN VISIT (Leuwijambe Hamlet, The upper stream of Kalibekasi Watershed). [Click here to see the pics ALBUM]

August 01, 2012 Meeting of Task Force Team of Join Program between Indonesian University and Malaysia University (INTIM) - Professors Board, IPB

August 07, 2012 IPB Counselor and IPB New students (Batch 49) General Meeting in Grha Wydia Wisuda (GWW) Hall - IPB

August 09, 2012 Bachelor Student Seminar, Guntur Rudi Hartono "Ecological PEKARANGAN Model at Sentul Eco-City"

August 10, 2012 A whole day meeting of Evaluation and Planning of "Introduction to Agriculture Sciences" course.

August 12, 2012 Master Student Defense, Moh. Zaini Dahlan "Evaluation of PARAHYANGAN Sundanese Landscape Characters for a Model of Sustainable Agricultural Landscape"
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